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About This Game

In 1687, Isaac Newton published the law of universal gravitation in the mathematical principle of natural philosophy.
Later, Isaac Newton on why planets revolve around the sun, because of God, is also thinking about the origin of the universe,
that in addition to the effect of gravitation, and a tangential force, the tangential force is only the first driving force from god.

Now, you are God, and you bring the first thrust of God.
We used advanced AI system, combined with Newton's law of gravitation, recorded the location of objects in real time, and

gave these big data to AI for deep learning, so as to calculate the real-time orbit of objects. All of this has been fully optimized,
fluent and accurate.

The game screen is very delicate, with majestic atmosphere of music, make you immersed.
You need to control your aircraft and collect two boxes in the game. You need to judge the magnitude of gravity, through the
transmission of the orbit. Finally landing on the designated platform, remember that you can't land faster than the maximum

landing speed of the aircraft. Here, we hope that you can learn the relevant knowledge of gravity, so that you can better pass the
customs. Remember, the magnitude of gravity is directly proportional to the speed and the range of the gravitational body, and

we create a unique console operation mode that allows you to control the aircraft more truly. In the game, you can see it at a
glance.

We will continue to update the new level, let everyone have a good time, and hope that you can love physics and understand the
astrodynamics, and become an excellent scientist.
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Pretty much as addicting as Guitar Hero was during it's peak popularity. The music choice is varied, and your bound to find a
song you like, plus it allows you to add your own songs! How sweet is that.. A fun little game with excellent replayability, you
play as some hybrid form of spymaster, research director and diplomat for any of the dozen or so countries available to play.

The bulk of gameplay is you sending agents around the globe to inconvenience other countries, steal research data and scientists
or discover dirty secrets from other diplomats to use in the negotiation minigame.
All these scientists and diplomats have randomized perks, so it's not like you can go into a new game with omniescent
knowledge of how to convert and woo every scientist and diplomat.

Its got a nice amount of flavor in matters of research, with the titular sigma theory unlocking the secrets to new technologies,
like totally halting human aging, self-replicating robots that can consume entire cities in hours, teleportation, interdimensional
travel,

All in all it's a very entertaining game, with a high potential for replayability with the random element of scientists and
diplomats, and the unlocking of new unique agents to play around with.. This game was cute and enjoyable! While there is a lot
more murder than there is romance, it still maniges to be very cute in a lot of places. Plus sometimes murder /is/ romantic.. Low
effort garbage.
Played for 20 minutes.

 - walking feels like garbage
 - all you do is follow a stupid arrow that is ALWAYS on screen
 - I saw the same character model 8 times out of the 20 people I saw on the street
 - hijaked assets
 - ITS JUST GARBAGE AND NOT INTERESTING. A fun little game. nice puzzels, with gradually increasing difficulty.
story's a little flat, left feeling there was suppose to be more after the ending. but over a good brain teaser.. only keyboard or
controller? too bad it looked great.. Well, the game is really enjoyable, despite costing a fortune in it's early access stage.

Pros:
+ good music.
+ good combat and overall mechanics,
+ challenging challenges.
+ high scores & weekly feats.
+ has level editor.
+ runs great on Linux Mint.

Cons:
- characters most likely will not be voiced.
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- still in development (needs more levels\/adventures).
- expensive.. Props to the makers. I picked it up on sale today. Had it in my wish list for a while as I've heard good things but
couldn't really see how tennis or ping pong would be all that great.

I was wrong, the physics are really quite incredible. I can tell there is obviously some assist in action to make things a little less
realistic and frustraiting and 10X more fun. Great job. I can't decide wich I like better. Probably ping pong since I grew up
playing it and it hits close to home.
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A fun casual game only if it is not dead.. It was unexpectedly good and fun.
It have 10/10 soundtracks. Good Game... but is much short, the price is too expensive for one short game.. Bought this for the
dinosaur mod. Worked out so far for me. I wrote a much longer review but it wasn\u00b4t sent so I keep it short...

All together:

good

- Game has really well drawn characters (in my case dinosaur mod)
- You get to know other characters ask them questions and eventually date them (was dancin\u00b4 with my fav. dinosaur a few
times)
- If you are into that dinosaur \/ creature stuff this is a really good VN for the pictures and the conversations
- Sound effects and musik are good, and at least at the beginning it feels like someone\u00b4s taking you on a hand and helps
you out to find your stuff at the new school
- Lots of different places to meet others have some talking \/ events
- You often get the ablity to choose what you want to do. I know another game (about 50% through it) where you mostly
keep clicking through text without any possibility to interact... thats not here - in that game you have lots of interaction

not so good

- Story is already confusing to me at the beginning. It feels like you are in a role for a performance at school theathre and what
this is all about only gets (at least it did to me) revealed the more you play this game. Still ... it\u00b4s a weird storry to me
- The whole System how you interact with other dinosaurs \/ students is very much based on hidden text messages
in school. But it is very confusing if you want to ask someone out... untill I found out how it works I\u00b4ve already had
wasted lots of messages - which are limited
- You can end up writing lots of messages to one beeing that you like... just to (later) fail at the relationship because
(in my case) she\u00b4s wasn\u00b4t into me... If there was a "direct talk" mode you could sooner see how it\u00b4s going to
turn out

technical

- The game had a few "internal crashes" like the next picture was an error mesage. No problem, click ignore and continoue
- One scene was twice where was sth in the stadium. I finished this scene but could go to the stadium aggain and it felt
kinda "not supposed to be so"

Update:

I\u00b4ve had my 2nd play through that game right now. Lot\u00b4s of the things from above got clear to me (well seemed like
I was to tired when playing it first to get the whole plot \/ controls) like I understood the story and also the multiple universe
thing now. For the ask the person you\u00b4re interested in not directly point. It\u00b4s ... that you ask class mates about that
person that was confusing first.

The 2nd play through definately highly increased my oppinion about the game. It\u00b4s a solid game you sure want to check
out.

Only thing I\u00b4m still not aware of is why it\u00b4s called dating. You can ask all questions about one person to get him \/
her like 100% known but still it does not really affect anything (at least thats how it feels to me).

Like you have a romantic meeting with him \/ her or ... you know.. dating stuff.

There are various school dance parties. You get to ask who you want to dance with and in my 2 play throughs the dinosaurs I
asked came with me without complaining...

Still you couldn\u00b4t see much from dancing.
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However... good game... at least it is for me.. This game makes me feel like a complete scumbag. Unlike in Papers Please, its
really easy to make mistakes, and its not told where you make mistakes, and its hard to figure, "if I was a soul-sucking 1985
monolithic government, what wouldn't I want to see in the paper," because half the time I feel like the game doesn't know either.

I also wish it was longer. the 45 mins it took me to run through it is about all the time you'll need since from there, you can only
go and try other things, and its kind of a shame. Make a sequel where what I say in the paper actually makes a difference to
world at large.
If I write something awful about that idiot of a president, have riots form on the spot. Blame me. Make me panic.

Have me panic-censor an article to make the suits happy. I wanna feel that tension. Cuz I didn't here.

6/10
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